At KATY UNITED we aim to have a positive impact in the lives of
our youth in all of the following influences that affect them.
SPIRITUAL PHYSICAL MENTAL FINANCIAL SOCIAL
Value Week 2
Your results are inaccurate if you measure yourself with the wrong thing.
Ask: How does an athlete measure their success? (Ask for answers)
Ask: When could measuring success become dangerous?
Against what do you measure your worth? When determining who’s taller,
we use a ruler. When deciding the right amount of liquid in a container, we
use a measuring cup. When looking to see how much weight we gain or
lose, we use a scale. How silly would it be to measure your weight with a
tablespoon, a glass of water with a ruler or salt on a scale? Pretty silly,
huh?
“For her price is far above rubies.” Proverbs 3:15 Our price is known
because our worth has been measured properly, using the correct system.
We can never get the true worth or value of anything when we measure its
value using the wrong measuring system.
A person of value never measures their worth by outward people or things.
Measuring ourselves by other things and people causes low self-esteem
and leaves us feeling insecure. A person of value knows their true value can
only be determined when they measure it by the great potential God has
already placed on the inside of them.

Remember Behaviors + Attitude = Results.
FINISH: KATY UNITED puts God first and then we Work
and Play in that order. So let’s put Him first by bowing our
heads, two fists in the air and just listening to Him for a brief

moment (after 5 – 8 secs say “Amen”). Now that we’ve put
Him first, let’s repeat and ask to ourselves what we may
want. (after 5 – 8 secs say “Amen”).

